Messages to promote physical activity: Are descriptors of required duration and intensity related to intentions to be more active?
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Mass-media campaigns such as, “Change4Life’ in the UK and “get active America” in the US, promote physical activity (PA) recommendations of at least 150 min/week of moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA). We investigated whether different messages used in MVPA campaigns were associated with intention to engage in more MVPA. Materials and Methods: Theory of planned behavior (TPB) constructs; subjective norms, affective attitudes, instrumental attitudes and perceived behavioral control (PBC) were applied to explain the associations between campaign messages and intentions to engage in more MVPA. Results: A total of 1412 UK adults completed an online survey on MVPA and TPB. The sample was 70% female and 93% white with 23% reporting meeting PA guidelines. Participants received one of three messages: A walking message either with or without the 150 min/week threshold (WalkT; WalkNT); a physiological description of MVPA with the 150 min/week threshold (PhysT). ANCOVA examined group differences in intention. Path analysis evaluated mediation by TPB variables. ANCOVA identified lower intentions to increase MVPA in group PhysT relative to WalkT and WalkNT (P < 0.001). PBC mediated this relationship in WalkT (β = 0.014, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.004–0.028) whereas affective attitudes mediated this relationship in WalkNT (β = 0.059, 95% CI = 0.006–0.113). Conclusions: Campaigns promoting MVPA guidelines need to choose their messages carefully. Messages which exemplified MVPA through walking were associated with higher intentions to increase MVPA than messages using a physiological description. Further, PBC was enhanced when the 150 min/week threshold was promoted alongside the walking exemplar. Future exemplars should be investigated to inform adults how to meet MVPA guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

Physical activity (PA) guidelines for the four UK home countries unified in 2010.11 Dissemination plans have begun
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in countries such as the US\(^2\) and Canada\(^3\) but a strategy of messaging these guidelines to the general public has yet to be developed in the UK. Mass-media messages in the UK and abroad center on moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA) guidelines, e.g., “just 150 min a week is all you need to get yourself going…”\(^4\) While this correctly reports current PA recommendations\(^5\) it is unknown whether communicating this duration and intensity will provide the motivational impetus required for behavioral change.

Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity can be illustrated through physiological descriptions, e.g., raised heart rate, breathlessness.\(^6\) PA campaign messages have tended to steer away from connotations of sweat and exertion associated with earlier exercise guidelines\(^6\) as such messages may be motivationally dissuading.\(^7\) More moderate activities such as walking\(^8\) have instead been used by campaigns promoting MVPA; “It’s important to do 150 active minutes each week. Can you find 10 min to squeeze in a brisk walk today?”\(^9\) Walking has become, especially prominent due to its accessibility and association with health benefits.\(^10\)

The theory of planned behavior (TPB)\(^11\) is useful for predicting whether PA messages are likely to be successful. TPB proposes three primary determinants of behavioral intention: Attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control (PBC). Self-efficacy can also be considered as part of the model.\(^12\) According to TPB, believing in positive outcomes (e.g., improved health), perceived validation from important others (e.g., spouse, friend) and belief in one’s own power over change, will result in a greater intention to be active. The role of TPB construct in PA promotion has been supported in the literature. Hagger et al.\(^13\) conducted a meta-analytic review of 72 studies employing TPB constructs in the investigation of PA. The authors concluded that the TPB accounted for a significant amount of variance in PA intentions and behavior. All constructs, including self-efficacy, were found to make important contributions to the model with attitudes being the strongest influence.

Stage theories help us to predict how an individual is likely to respond to messages, depending on their stage in the behavior change process. The precaution adoption process model (PAPM)\(^14\) suggests that individuals will not change their behavior unless they are aware that their current behavior is sub-optimal and makes them susceptible to severe negative outcomes. Thus, an individual who is not meeting MVPA guidelines may hold positive attitudes toward MVPA, feel supported and in control, but have no plans to engage in more MVPA because they believe they already do enough and so do not feel imminent risk to their health. The PAPM could, therefore, add insight to help partly explain the variance in relationships between TPB constructs and intention. While the PAPM is relatively underexplored regarding the topic of PA, several studies have examined the association between awareness of personal engagement with PA and intention to engage in PA. These studies have all identified lack of awareness to be motivationally damaging.\(^15\)–\(^17\) Combining both theories should, therefore, provide greater insight into the motivational implications of messages promoting MVPA.

Using tenets of TPB, walking requires little technical skill and can be performed almost anywhere. In this way, walking messages may increase self-efficacy and PBC. However, for many individuals walking is an incidental activity already engaged in regularly, even if normally at a low intensity.\(^18\)–\(^20\) Messages promoting walking may therefore be less likely than messages promoting less incidental activities, such as jogging, to help those individuals who are not meeting MVPA guidelines realize that their PA levels are inadequate. As suggested by the PAPM, these individuals may subsequently be less likely to feel susceptible to severe negative consequences and intend to engage in more MVPA.

Previous research suggested that MVPA messages, which use a threshold of 150 min/week may not be motivationally optimal.\(^21\) The present study builds on this research by investigating the communication of guidelines through both duration and intensity aspects of MVPA. The primary purpose of this paper was to investigate the association between MVPA messages with different descriptions of intensity and duration, and intentions to increase MVPA. Further, this study explored whether relationships could be partly explained using TPB and PAPM constructs.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Ethical approval in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki was granted by the host university. An online survey was developed using an online survey software and questionnaire tool (www.surveymonkey.com). The survey was disseminated via JISC mailing lists to UK adults (aged 18 and above) in February and March 2013. Subscribers 152 lists which ranged in topic from societal lists, e.g., minority ethnic groups to occupational, e.g., masonry, were sent an E-mail inviting them to complete a survey of measures from the extant literature. Adults were assigned to one of three experimental message groups. Group assignment was determined by the first letter of the participants last name (A-I, Group WalkT; J-R, Group PhysT; S-Z, Group WalkNT). All groups received the same survey. Each group received one of three messages which were presented within the survey. Each group received a different message adapted from existing MVPA campaigns. Measures are reported below in the order in which they were completed by participants.

**Demographic factors**

Participants reported their age, gender, ethnicity, health status, marital status, employment status and education level.

**Current physical activity**

A single-item validated by Milton et al.\(^22\) was used; “In the past week, on how many days have you done a total of 30 min or more of PA, which was enough to raise your breathing rate? This may include sport, exercise and brisk walking or cycling for recreation or to get to and from places, but should not include housework or PA that may be part of your job.”\(^23\)–\(^24\)
Physical activity messages
Group WalkT received a walking threshold message taken from the mass-media campaign Change4Life;[1] “regular PA, such as walking, protects your health. Each week, adults should accumulate 150 min of PA.” Group PhysT received a physiological threshold message based on the description of MVPA provided in guideline documents and the descriptive detail of PA campaign messages;[1,3] “regular PA that makes you feel warmer, breathe harder and makes your heart beat faster protects your health. Each week, adults should accumulate 150 min of PA.” Group WalkNT received a walking message without a threshold; “regular PA, such as walking, protects your health. Each week, adults should accumulate as much PA as possible.” This message was based on existing PA campaigns such as “do-Groove,”[19] which provide generic messages.

Precaution adoption process model measures

Awareness
Participants responded on a five-point scale to the statement; “my level of PA is ___,” with the responses “very low,” “somewhat low,” “sufficient,” “somewhat high” or “very high.”[25] This was considered alongside self-reported PA to determine whether individuals over-estimated, correctly estimated or under-estimated their personal PA behavior relative to PA guidelines.

Severity
Participants rated on a nine-point Likert scale (definitely not necessary-definitely necessary); “to what extent do you feel that you need to engage in more MVPA in the next 6 months?”

Susceptibility
Participants rated on a nine-point Likert scale (extremely unlikely-extremely likely); “How likely do you think you are to experience or develop the following (heart disease, cancer, ill health and weight gain) at some time in the future, because of the amount of PA you do?”[26]

Theory of planned behaviour measures
Guidelines of Ajzen were followed when selecting items.[27] All items were answered on a seven-point Likert scale (completely agree-complete disagree).

Intention
Three items which have previously shown good reliability and validity assessed intention to engage in more MVPA, e.g., “I am motivated to regularly engage in more MVPA.”[25-31]

Subjective norms
A composite measure combining three items, which assessed approval of and engagement in MVPA by important others and participants’ “motivation to comply” was used, e.g., “most of the people who are important to me engage in sufficient MVPA themselves.”[17]

Attitudes
Three items each with the stem “engaging in more MVPA each week would be ...” assessed instrumental (e.g., useless) and affective attitudes (e.g., enjoyable).[31-33]

Perceived behavioral control
A single-item was used: “Whether or not I regularly engage in more MVPA is completely up to me (Jones et al., 2004).”

Self-efficacy
A single-item was used: “If it were entirely up to me, I am confident I would be able to engage in more MVPA.”[34]

Other measures

Knowledge of PA guidelines
An open-response textbox accompanied the question; “what are the PA guidelines?” to garner the unprompted knowledge.[35] Responses of 150 min a week of PA exactly were deemed to be correct as this reflects current PA guidelines. All other responses were deemed to be incorrect.

Analysis
ANCOVA analysis was performed using IBM SPSS version 20 [IBM Corp; Armonk, NY.] to identify group differences in intention to engage in more MVPA. Path analysis using Mplus software (Muthén and Muthén)[36] was then employed to evaluate whether TPB variables explained (i.e., mediated) the relationships among messages and intentions. First, a model was constructed examining the TPB variables as predictors of intentions. Then, a full indirect associations model was constructed, which included two binary categorical variables comparing the effects of the WalkT message and WalkNT message to the reference message (i.e., PhysT; see results section for the rationale for this approach), respectively. Potential mediation of these associations by the significant TPB variables was tested using the procedures outlined by Hayes and Preacher[37] for establishing mediation with categorical predictors and for calculating 95% bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs). Model fit for this full model was assessed using the confirmatory fit index (CFI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) to assess model fit.

Finally, potential moderation of the direct associations among message groups and TPB constructs by the PAPM variables was tested by constructing path models, which included the categorical message variables, a main effect of the respective PAPM variable on intentions, and a PAPM variable x message interaction term. The moderating influence of each PAPM variable on each message (relative to the reference message) was assessed in separate models.

RESULTS
All subscales showed acceptable reliability (>0.70). From the 1861 adults who began the survey, 1412 (76%) provided complete datasets for analysis. The sample was 70% female, 43% under 45 and 93% white with 23% reporting meeting PA guidelines. Full descriptive statistics is provided in Table 1.

Preliminary analysis of demographic variables revealed that age and knowledge of PA guidelines significantly differed between message groups (P < 0.05), thus these were included...
as covariates in the ANCOVA analysis. ANCOVA revealed a lower intention in group PhysT relative to the other two groups (P < 0.001). Group PhysT was therefore selected as the reference group in the subsequent path analysis.

The path model exploring the pattern of relationships among TPB variables and intentions revealed significant PBC-intention (β = 0.06, P = 0.002), affective attitude-intention (β = 0.48, P < 0.001) and subjective norm-intention (β = 0.08, P < 0.001) relationships. Instrumental attitudes (β = 0.02) and self-efficacy (β = 0.04) did not significantly predict intentions and so were removed from further analysis. A full model [Figure 1] was then examined testing the indirect associations of the two messages (i.e. WalkT and WalkNT compared to PhysT) on intentions via the three significant TPB constructs. This overall model demonstrated acceptable fit to the data: SRMR = 0.03; CFI = 0.91; RMSEA = 0.08 (CI = 0.06–0.10). Further, significant positive associations were observed between WalkT and PBC (β = 0.23, P = 0.005), and WalkNT and affective attitude (β = 0.12, P = 0.027), indicating that the participants receiving these messages reported higher PBC and affective attitudes, respectively, compared with participants receiving the PhysT message. Subjective norms did not demonstrate any associations. In turn, all three TPB constructs were positively associated with intentions (PBC: β = 0.06, P = 0.005; affective attitudes: β = 0.49, P < 0.001; subjective norms: β = 0.09, P < 0.001). Employing Hayes and Preacher’s procedures, a small but significant indirect relationship was identified between WalkT and intentions via PBC (β = 0.014, 95% CI = 0.004–0.028), and between WalkNT and intentions via affective attitudes (β = 0.059, 95% CI = 0.006–0.113).

A series of path models then tested whether PAPM variables moderated the direct effects of the two walking-based messages on intentions (relative to the PhysT comparison group). Severity did not moderate any of the associations; however, susceptibility and awareness were found to moderate the relationship between WalkNT (relative to PhysT) and intentions via WalkT (β = 0.08, P = 0.001) and subjective norms × WalkNT (β = 0.16, P = 0.005). Further inspection of the interaction terms revealed that the association between WalkNT (relative to PhysT) and intentions were greater for those with higher susceptibility and awareness.

**DISCUSSION**

**Key findings**

Present findings suggest that messages, which use walking to exemplify MVPA are associated with greater intentions to
do more MVPA when compared with messages, which use physiological parameters, such as heart rate or sweating. This finding supports the current prominence of walking exemplars in mass-media PA campaigns (e.g., healthy Hawaii initiative’s step it up, Walk4Life [sub-campaign of Change4Life] and STEPtember [sub-campaign of America on the Move]), as a useful tactic to increase engagement in MVPA.

On the other hand, the message which described MVPA most closely from MVPA guidelines (PhysT)\(^1\) was associated with a lower intention to engage in more MVPA than the other two messages. This is in line with previous findings that a PA message which closely described UK guidelines was related to less positive perceptions of the health benefits associated with PA.\(^2\) However, this previous study investigated communication of the duration aspect of PA guidelines, focusing on the use of the 150 min/week threshold. The present study extended this research by investigating both duration and intensity aspects of PA guidelines. In the present study, the 150 min/week threshold was only negatively associated with intentions to be more active when it was paired with a physiological description of MVPA.

The higher intention in the two groups receiving MVPA messages based around walking (groups WalkT and WalkNT) was mediated by PBC and affective attitudes. Affective attitudes mediated the relationship between group WalkNT and intentions. Effects were generally small which is normal for mediation effects associated with theoretical constructs. However, the direct effects identified were much larger. The "walk Missouri" PA campaign similarly found improvements in affective attitudes in response to walking messages.\(^3\) “Walk Missouri” used generic messages such as “I do it for my health. Why do you walk?” Individuals probably like messages, which do not stipulate duration of MVPA because they allow ideas of smaller behavioral change to be entertained. However, while such messages may be motivational, they do not provide information on the duration of MVPA required for optimum health. As the knowledge of MVPA guidelines is low\(^4\) it is preferable for messages to be both motivational and informative.

Group WalkT’s higher intention relative to group PhysT was related to their greater PBC. Unlike the WalkNT message, the WalkT message provided accurate information on the duration of MVPA recommended for adults. According to goal theory; specific, measurable, attainable and time-framed goals can motivate increased PA.\(^5\) The threshold of 150 min/week may fulfill some of these criteria. It has been suggested that this 150 min/week threshold may have negative impacts on motivation when used in campaign messages because it is not a realistic target for most of the adult population.\(^6\) In the present study, the WalkT message incorporated the same 150 min/week threshold as Knox et al.,\(^7\) but added the exemplar walking and motivations were not negatively affected. Indeed, it has previously been highlighted that to successfully encourage individuals to meet PA guidelines, messages must tell them how to achieve them, not only what they are.\(^7\)

The present findings support this, providing evidence that positioning exemplars such as walking alongside duration thresholds may improve intention by increasing felt PBC over achieving 150 min/week of MVPA. Scott et al.,\(^8\) found that adults considered MVPA to be under greater personal control than vigorous-intensity PA. Possibly, adults in group PhysT associated the physiological description of MVPA with more intense PA than the walking message group and subsequently perceived the message to be recommending vigorous-intensity PA, rather than MVPA. As one of the most popular activities in the UK,\(^9\) walking may be an especially good exemplar as it is likely considered more accessible than other types of MVPA such as jogging, which could be deemed to be too intense.

Instrumental attitudes and subjective norms did not mediate the relationships between messages and intention to be more active. The MVPA messages in the present study did not target subjective norms, while instrumental attitudes appear to be more strongly related to intention to engage in more vigorous PA than MVPA.\(^10\)

The PAPM suggests that individuals must move along a series of stages before they are likely to adopt a new behavior. The stages move through becoming engaged with a topic such as needing to increase PA, deciding to act and finally enacting the behavioral change. This theory can therefore add to our understanding around the variance in the relationship between predictors of intention and intention itself. One of the major constructs of PAPM which has been found to be related to intention to be active is awareness of PA behavior. Impaired awareness of PA behavior has been associated with reduced intentions to be active.\(^11\) PAPM constructs of susceptibility to negative consequences and perceived severity of these consequences have received less attention in the literature. In the present study, awareness of current MVPA behavior and perceived susceptibility to health risks moderated the relationship between WalkNT and intentions. Adults receiving the WalkNT message who were accurately aware of the MVPA they engaged in and who felt susceptible to health problems had a greater intention to increase MVPA, compared with those who were not aware and did not feel susceptible. According to the PAPM, adults who overestimate their current PA level and the ensuing health effects will feel less susceptible to adverse health outcomes and will resultantly hold a lower intention to be more active. This was supported in the present study but only for adults receiving the WalkNT message. This is a possible weakness of the WalkNT message as individuals typically overestimate their PA level and these individuals may not find this message motivational.\(^12\) The WalkNT message did not tell readers how much MVPA they should engage in, making it more difficult to rate their PA relative to MVPA guidelines. Messages containing a threshold may be more effective for adults who misperceive their current PA behavior, that is, the majority of inactive adults. As a result, campaigns using messages without thresholds, similar to the WalkNT message in the present study, may fail to persuade the very individuals they were conceived to target.
Strengths, limitations and future directions

The present study is cross-sectional and so investigation of behavior change and of cause and effect is not possible. The TPB predicts change in behavior from intention and we, therefore, assume that the higher intention in the groups WalkT and WalkNT will translate to improved MVPA behavior.[46] However, a large amount of variance in behavior is not accounted for by intentions.[47] Further studies are therefore needed, which objectively measure change in MVPA behavior (e.g., using accelerometers). It is also not possible to remark on differences between adult’s completing the survey and those not due to data collection method employed. However, comparisons with freely available demographic data from the Health Survey for England 2011 suggest the adults in the present study are more educated than the general population but are otherwise representative. Despite these limitations, the provision of different PA mass-media campaign messages to a large sample is novel and has important applications for health promotion. Future studies should examine other exemplars of MVPA, such as cycling or gardening. This is especially important considering that walking is often performed at a below moderate intensity. Messages to promote PA guidelines should be further investigated in consideration of message design literature and different behavior change and health behavior theories. For instance Peetz et al.,[48] found messages with a 30 min/day threshold resulted in greater intention to be active than a 150 min/week threshold. The efficacy of using different duration thresholds could be further examined.

The present research investigated motivational implications of messages used to promote MVPA guidelines. An appropriate description of MVPA intensity, which avoids physiological description, alongside the 150 min/week threshold is crucial to consider when developing messages targeting intentions to increase MVPA.
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